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The reseaDCh was motivated by the statement of 

Health Policy issued by the Government o.f India. The project 
.:· 

did not touch all the points made in the Policy statement, but 

concentrated only on the points of moral and ethical relevance. 

Haw ever, it may be of interest that the Policy statement be 

known. With this end in view we reproduce below a part of 

the Health Policy. 

I . 

i 
\ 

Nat~onal· Health PoliCf 

Govt. of India 

Ministry of Health & Family Welfare 

New Delhi 

1983 

The Constitution of India envisages the establishment 

of a new social order based on equality, freedom, justice and 

the dignity of the individual. It aims at the elimination of 

povert~ ignorance and ill-health and directs the State to regard 

the raising of the level of nutrition and the standard of living 

of its people and the improvement of public health as among its 

primary duties, securing the health and strength of workers, men 

and women, specially ensuring that children are given opportunities 

and facilities to develop in a healthY manner. It is ·in 

this context that the need has been felt to evolve a National 

Health Policy .. 
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India has a ric~ centuries-old heritage of medical 

and 'health sciences. The philosophy of Ayurveda and the 

surgical skills enuq~iated by Charaka and Shusharuta bear. 

testimony to our anci.ent tradition in the scientific health 

care of our people. The community would require to be related 

to definitive action plans for the translation of medical and 

health knowledge into practical action; involving the use of ' 

simple and inexpensive interventions which can be readily 

implemen~d by persons who have undergone ~hort periods of 

training. \ The qu~li ty of training of these health guides/ 
\ ;· ; . -

'Workers wo~d be of. c.rucial importance ~o the success of this 

approach. 

To be effective,. the establishment of the primary 

health care approach would involve large scale transfer of 

knowledge, simple skills and technologies to Health Volunteers, 

selected by the communities and enjoying their confidence. The 

·functioning of the front line workers, selected by the approach 

of our ancient medical systems was of a holistic nature, which 

took into account all aspects of human health ana disease. Over 

the centuries, with the intrusion of foreign influences .ana 

mingling of cultures, various systems of medic~ne evolved and 

have continued to be practised widely. Hov•ever, the allopathic 

system or medicine has, in a relatively short period of time. 
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made a major impact on the entire appxoach to health care and 

pattern of development of the health se.r:vices infrast.ructure 

in the country. 

The existing situation- has been largely engendered 

by the almost wholesale adoption of health manpower development 

policies and the establishment of curative centres based on the 

W~tem models, which ar~ inapprOpriate ancl irrelevant to the

real needs of our people and the socio-economic conditions 

obtaining in the country. The hospital-based disease, and 

:, cure-oriented approach towards the establishment of medical 

· seryices .has provided- benefits. to the uppex: crusts of society, 

specially those reSiding in the u.rt>an areas. The proliferation 

of this approach has been at the.cost of providing comprehensive 

primary health ca·re se.r:vices to the entire populatio~ whether 

residing in the urban or the rural areas. Furtheonore,. the 

continued high emphasis on the curative approach has led to 

the neglect of the preventiv~ promotiv~ public health and 

rehabilitative aspects of health care. The existing approach, 

instead of improving awareness and building up self-relianc~ 

has tended to enhance dependency and w.eaken the communi ty 1 s 

capacity to cope with its problems. The prevailing policies 

in regard to the education and training of medical and health 

personnel, at various levels, has resulted in the development 

of a cultural gap beb-;een the people and the personnel providing 
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care. The various health programmes have, by and large, 

failed to inv~lve individuals and families in establi~hing 

a self-reliant community. Also, over the years, the planning 

process has become largely oblivious of the fact that the 

ultimate goal of achieving a satisfactory health statUs for 

all our people cannot be secured without involving the 

commtmity in the identification of their health needs ·and 

priori~ies as well as i~ the implementation and management 

of the various health and related programmes. 

The frontiers. of the medical sciences are EPq>anding 
1 

at a·phenamenol pace. To maintain the countrt's lead :in this 

field as. well as to ensure self~sufficiency and generation of 

the requisite competence in the future, it is necessary to have 

an organised programme for the. building up and extension of 

fundamental and basic research in the field of bio-medical 

and allied sciences. Priority attention would require to be 
) 

devoted to the resolution of problems relating to the containment 

and eradication of the existing,, widely prevalent diseases as 

well as to deal with emerging health problems. The basic 

objective of medical research and the ultimate test of its 

utility would involve the translation of available know-how 

into simple, low-cost, easily applicable appropriate technologies, 
. 

devices and interventions suiting local conditions, thus placing 

the latest technological achievements, within the reach of 
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health personnel, and to the front line health1 workers, in 

the remotest coDriers of the count~. Therefore, besides 
i 

devotion to ba$iC, f\mdamental research, high priority 

should be accorded to applied, operational research including · .. 

action research for continuously improving the cost effective 

delivery of health services. Priorities would require to be 

identified and.laid down in collaboration with social scientist~, 

planners and decision makers and the pUblic. Basic research 
' . . 

efforts should.devote high priority to the discovery and 
' . .I 

development of more effective trea~ment and preventive 
. . ! 

. l ' . 
procedures in regard to canmunicab~e and tropical di~eases· -· 

Blindness, Leprosy, 'l':.B., ·etc. Vei:y high priority would also 

have to be· devoted to contraception research, to urgently 

improve the effectiveness and ·acceptability of existing methods 

as well as to discover more effective and acceptable devices. 

Equally high attention woUld require to be devoted to nutrition 

rese?r2h, to improve the health status of the canmunity. The 

overall effort should aim at the balanced development of basic, 

clinical and problem-oriented operational research. 

All health and human development must ultimately 

constitute an integral component of the overall socio-economic 

developmental process in the country. It is thus of vital 

importance to ensure effective coordination between the hea.lth 

and its more intimately related sectors. It is, therefor~ 
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I necessary to set up standin:g mechanisms, at the Centre and in 
I 

the States, for secUring in~er-sectoral coordination of the 
I 

various efforts: in the fields of health and family planning, 

medical edUcat.i,on and researc~ drugs and _ppannaceuticals, 

. ag_riculture and: food. water supply and drainage, housing, 

education and social welfare and rural development. The 

coordination and -review committees, to be set up, should review 

progress; resolve bottlenecks and bring·· about such shifts in 

the contents and priorities of prograrmies as ·may appear necessary, 
' . 

; i 
to achieve the <;>verall objectiv~. At the CCmmunity level, it 

. . I ; 

would be desir~le to devise arr~ngements: for health and all 
. : . \ ; .. : . 

other developmerital activities belng coordinated under an 
. . ' ~ . ' . . . . 

iirtegrated programme of rural development. 


